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From Telcos to Digital Service Providers
Enabling Digital Life in a Hyperconnected World
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Message from Stephan
Dear Customers and Partners,
“The need for reimagining business models
has never been so
great for the telco
industry. Fortunately,
operators have unique
advantages that can
give them the ability to
become leaders in the
digital economy, if
they can be bold and
imaginative.”
Stephan Gatien
Global Vice President
Telecommunications
Business Solutions
SAP SE

We live in a hyperconnected society. The telecommunications industry has made
this possible.
Thanks to massive investments in mobile and fixed broadband and in wireless network
infrastructure from telco operators, our planet is now a true "global village." The proliferation
of connectivity, Internet access, smart devices, and SIM cards has created a new digital
life and digital economy.
Today, there are well over 9 billion mobile cellular subscriptions, and more than 95% of
the world's population is covered by a mobile cellular network.1 This hyperconnectivity has
changed everything, from the way we communicate to the way we work, shop, pay, and
play. Mobile data traffic will continue to grow at a 45% compounded annual growth rate
through 2020. In early 2017, the daily time spent inside mobile applications by the average
U.S. consumer was 5 hours per day, with messaging and social apps accounting for 12%
of that time.2,3 Almost US$18 billion was spent in 24 hours during Alibaba's e-commerce
“singles” day.4
Paradoxically, telco operators risk becoming frontline casualties of the digital revolution
they have helped create. They are disrupted by aggressive, new over-the-top (OTT)
players such as Apple and Google, which deliver services on the operators' network
infrastructures and siphon core revenue away.5,6 Operators are restricted by regulations
that bind them to domestic rules in an increasingly global world. Their core services are
completely commoditized, putting pressure on their margins. They are engaged in an
endless race of network upgrades, causing capital expenditures to skyrocket and making
return on assets unpredictable.
In this context, industry players must act quickly to stay relevant and thrive in the new
digital economy. They must invest now in order to build their own futures. They need to:
• Monetize a sensor-based world to open up new revenue streams
• Place big bets on an ecosystem in a dynamic and ever-changing market
• Serve a segment of one to create loyalty and a better customer experience
• Make Big Data work to get value out of recent investments across the company
• Innovate with agility to compete effectively with new market entrants
The need for reimagining business models has never been so great for the industry.
Fortunately, operators have unique advantages that can give them the ability to become
leaders in the digital economy, if they can be bold and imaginative. Carriers are becoming
"digital service providers," finding opportunity in a variety of business models such as:
• Digital lifestyle providers
• Digital transformation enablers
• Data brokers
• Business cloud service providers
In this document, we share our insights about where the telecommunications industry is
headed and how SAP is working with leading companies to drive the digital transformation.
Thank you for your interest, and I look forward to our journey together.

Stephan Gatien
Global Vice President
Telecommunications Business Solutions
SAP SE
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Digital Telecommunications – Big Picture
Telecommunications companies are driving the digital transformation across industries.

TECHNOLOGY TRENDS CHANGE EVERYTHING
Digitalization has reached every aspect of today's life, and it is here to stay. For the
telecommunications industry, technologies such as the following provide new and
exciting opportunities:
• 5G
• Software-defined networks
• Blockchain
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Artificial intelligence and machine learning
At the same time, they open the door for OTT and other nontraditional competitors
that come with expertise in these technologies from other industries.
PROVIDERS AND USERS OF DIGITALLY ENABLED SERVICES
In a recent study, Cisco estimated that the IoT will create $14.4 trillion of value by the
year 2020. But what does that mean for telecommunications companies specifically?
Communications service providers (CSPs) have long been at the center of our
connected world, providing the critical technology innovations and services enabling
the digitalization of businesses across industries.

First, they provide the core
connectivity required to
connect devices, sensors,
people, and businesses,
enabling companies to
innovate in the digital era.
And second, they are often
providing end-to-end IoT-driven
services to their business
customers, becoming a
trusted partner in their digital
transformation process.

So, in essence, the opportunity for telecommunications companies lies in two areas:
• Competitive differentiation, leveraging the critically central role as the connectivity
provider of digital services
• Topline revenue growth through value-added digital services delivered on top of
that network
Telecommunications companies need to build a strong digital core that will be
capable of powering the new business models and processes that will define their
company going forward. Successfully embracing the opportunities from new
technologies and consequently implementing the right business initiatives will be the
foundation of successful digitalization and staying ahead of the innovation curve.

Digital business models
are disruptive. The rules
have changed.
• WhatsApp has more than
1.2 billion active monthly
users in the world, sending
in excess of 50 billion
messages a day at no cost,
bypassing the network
operators and eroding
revenue.7
• Google is aggressively
expanding its wireless
Internet service through
its Webpass subsidiary,
with 1 Gbps upload and
download speeds.8
• WeChat, a Chinese
messaging service with more
than 800 million active users,
has become a digital platform
and is leveraged by the city
of Beijing to provide free
traffic and road condition
updates in real time.9,10
• T-Mobile U.S. rewrites all
the rules to operate in a
saturated U.S. wireless
market by being bold and
simplifying everything
(frequent device upgrades,
no contracts).11
• Netflix is completely
transforming the way content
is consumed, disrupting both
the traditional cable provider
model and the new IPTV
services from network
operators.12

Access more information on
the latest technology trends
here:
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The Future: Priorities for telecommunications companies

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES
In this situation, where the opportunity is huge but at the same time new market entrants are threatening traditional CSPs, it
is essential to focus on the right strategic priorities to drive digitalization across the business.

1. Monetize a sensor-based world
Industry consolidation and merger and acquisition activity is expediting the blurring of industry lines. CSPs
must think outside the box and redefine what it means to be a telco in order to survive and thrive. Many will
look at providing nontraditional services and solutions in adjacent industries, such as mobile banking or
insurance, that leverage core competitive strengths.
2. Place big bets on ecosystem
As CSPs look to the future, they are having to make strategic and calculated decisions on the right markets,
technology vendors, and overall ecosystem partners. Yet, with massive transformation happening all around
them, they are having to place bets on all of these before standards are defined for new innovation areas.
Strategic decisions now will impact the ability to monetize services in the future.
3. Serve a segment of one
Putting the customer's point of view at the center of every decision is a key prerequisite for success in the
digital age. This does not stop in the sales department but also applies to what products are built, what
services are offered, and how customer service is operated.
4. Make Big Data work
Investing in Big Data projects is not new in the telecommunications industry. With unique access to massive
amounts of customer, demographic, usage, and network data, CSPs have long seen the potential value of
being able to gain actionable insights into that data. However, there is a strong emphasis on making those
investments successful. Delivering a Big Data–driven project that has a compelling ROI is where CSPs are
focusing, specifically looking at how to have an immediate impact on profitability and areas such as
optimizing margins.
5. Innovate with agility
In a fast-changing market, reducing the time to market for new products and services is a constant struggle.
Building a digital platform that provides the most flexibility and enables CSPs to be more agile is an absolute
prerequisite to competing effectively with new market entrants and nontraditional competitors.

Successfully embracing the opportunities from new technologies and consequently addressing these five strategic priorities
will be the foundation of successful digitalization and staying ahead of the innovation curve.
REIMAGINING
But how do you achieve these strategic priorities? The starting point of the digital journey is the ability to reimagine your
business together with customers. That means reimagining your business models, your business processes, and your work.
The potential is huge.

10%
of the data in the digital
universe will be coming from
embedded systems by 202013

$8 trillion
is the estimated global
worth of IoT technology
by 202514

1 billion

29%

Is the estimated number of
machine-to-machine (M2M)
connections by 202015

of telcos have started to
execute on their IoT plans16
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Reimagining: The Digital Economy
Offers Infinite New Opportunities
In a connected world, where every company is becoming a
technology company, smarter products and services will refocus
commerce on business outcomes and blur industry lines.
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Reimagine Business Models

In this new digital era, telcos that fail to proactively adapt their business models will face strong
headwinds that could erode both profitability and relevance. Business agility will become key, and
embracing digital technology will be mandatory. Developing new revenue streams beyond traditional
services will therefore be critical.
To be successful with these new models, it is imperative to create the right partnerships to compete as
an ecosystem. The challenge is to define that ecosystem in a market that is fast changing and, in many
cases, still in the process of defining new industry standards. To this end, CSPs are having to place
smart bets on an ecosystem today, as they predict where the market is heading.
MONETIZE A SENSOR-BASED WORLD

DATA BROKER

CSPs have the opportunity to power digital transformation
in other industries. The emergence of a sensor-based
world opens up the space for platform providers to deliver
adapted and scalable solutions for connectivity, insight,
applications, and processes in the IoT.
• Offer sensor-friendly vertical services and solutions to
enterprise customers or industry ecosystems (e-healthcare,
telemedicine, in-vehicle security or remote diagnostic in
connected cars, and so on)
• Develop industry-specific stack-and-build competence
and partner ecosystems around it that target strategic
industries, both organically or by acquisition

Positioned strategically at the heart of most digital traffic
thanks to their networks, CSPs have a unique opportunity
to become central actors in the data-driven digital economy.
• Power and monetize new data-driven models – collect,
aggregate, and analyze high volumes of network data
traffic through concepts such as analytics as a service,
data science, or predictive analytics
• Develop customer-centric data markets, allowing third
parties to consume and mesh data without infringing on
privacy laws (for example, opt-in models authorizing
telcos to share specific personal and transaction data
for improved personalization and offers from multiple
businesses and industries)

DIGITAL LIFESTYLE PROVIDER
BUSINESS CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER

Digital services, from mobile wallet and media entertainment
to wellness services and home automation, allow providers
to engage the digital consumer more pervasively than ever
before.
• Enable industry visionaries to become "personal digital
life agents," offering services and making contextual
recommendations based on preferences and location
• Deliver unique personalized experiences to match subscribers’ interests (for example, sport content delivery
coupled with personalized fan experience and real-time
offers)
• Enhance the customer digital experience with creative
digital offerings in partnership with dominant OTT players
or as complimentary services

Telco operators have the right DNA and assets to be
significant players as cloud service providers for businesses.
They inherently understand scale, security, uptime, and
reliability. They can propose adapted solutions to address
both domestic data privacy concerns and local regulation
requirements.
• Develop relevant offerings for businesses of all sizes by
creating the right portfolio for their markets
• Nurture an ecosystem of solution partners to deliver
services to specific market segments or industry verticals
• Participate in existing business networks for goods and
services to act as aggregators of demand on behalf of
SMEs to achieve discounted rates from a network of
suppliers
NEW CONNECTED MODELS
Deutsche Telekom’s T-Systems has
helped the Hamburg Port Authority
optimize cargo handling in the Port of
Hamburg and double its throughput
capacity within the port's limited area
for cargo handling, thanks to a sensorbased connected logistics solution
based on SAP® Cloud Platform.18

CLOUD FLEXIBILITY
CenturyLink helps customers move
their enterprise applications to the
cloud and achieve faster time to
market for their transformation
projects based on the SAP HANA®
platform.17
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Reimagine Work

Hyperconnectivity, digital customer expectations, and the exponential growth in data are changing the
tempo in the industry. New thinking and boldness are required to capitalize on the opportunities of a
real-time digital world while focusing on the right customers in increasingly saturated markets. Making
investments in successful Big Data projects is an imperative.
SERVING THE SEGMENT OF ONE

RETAIL EXCELLENCE

By analyzing high volumes of subscriber service consumption, behavior patterns, preferences, recent interactions,
and context data, CSPs can develop fine-grain insight
into their customer base and develop the right offers and
campaigns for the right segments to be executed across
the right channels. Based on the subscriber’s location or
situation, they can also respond in real time to new events
to quickly tailor unique offers.

CSPs will continue to invest heavily in their direct channel,
with flagship stores being seen as essential to showcase
the latest digital experiences and attract connected
audiences. In that context, focusing on all aspects of the
retail experience will be paramount, from core inventory
and merchandising to seamless cross-channel interaction
(for example, the “click to brick” model).
SIMPLE FINANCE, REAL-TIME INSIGHT

MAKING BIG DATA WORK

Regulation changes (such as the International Finance
Reporting Standards [IFRS]) will force CSPs to be more
precise in the way they post results and report profits.
By looking beyond pure compliance, operators have an
opportunity to modernize their financial function to achieve
real-time financial visibility and planning while improving
their insight into margins at all levels.

The promise of Big Data is strong and well understood for
CSPs. However, the promise and the implementation are
often two different things, and investments made in this
area over the past few years are now at the critical stage
where they need to show real ROI. Areas such as margin
assurance are where CSPs are starting to see tangible
results impacting profitability.

CONNECTED SUPPLY CHAIN
AGILE INNOVATION

With more brands introduced by operators to target
specific markets or segments, supply chain management
will increase in complexity. Expectations of seamless,
omnichannel interactions will only exacerbate this trend
and increase the need to envision a fully connected and
extended supply chain.

To achieve shorter time to market for new services and
make real-time decisions based on network traffic and
managed policy, the need to establish a robust foundation
for rating, charging, and billing has never been more critical.
By making a break from complex legacy infrastructure,
CSPs will have the opportunity to start fresh to establish
a modern, responsive, digital platform.

SMART NETWORK ASSET OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE
Despite trends toward virtualization, smart network asset
operations and maintenance will remain key drivers for
cost-efficient and compliant operations on one hand and
customer satisfaction on the other. Predictive analytics
based on sensor data enables smarter asset management
with a fully digital allocation of spare parts, work, and
logistics services delivered by the digital business networks.

With SAP InfiniteInsight, Cox Communications
saw a 14% increase in products and services
bought per household thanks to optimized
predictive models used across e-mail, direct
mail, and telemarketing channels.20

Vodafone identified tens of millions of
revenue leakage points with SAP Big Data
Margin Assurance.19
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Reimagine Business Processes

The fundamental transformation from a telco to a digital service provider profoundly changes what
people do and how they do it and how they learn, interact, and grow.

Every substantial business transformation automates
manual tasks, enriches jobs, and creates new work.
Digital business processes replace manual transaction
work in procurement, inventory management, invoicing,
and payment processing. Digital processes require access
to real-time analytics to support rule-based decision making.
Interactive technologies broaden the reach and
accelerate the transition of roles from transaction workers
to exception workers. With real-time information at their
fingertips, field technicians, store employees, and
customer service reps can deliver personalized services
and exceed expectations.
Predictive and self-learning software will accelerate
the delegation of business processes and decisions from
people to machines. Core processes will be supported or
controlled by predictive and self-learning systems that
interact with machines and business processes.

In the digital era, people continue
to be key assets. Their roles will
change, but their value will grow.

TELUS used the SAP Jam™ site to
boost employee engagement from
53% five years ago to 83% and calls
SAP Jam the "systemic social glue
that ties the organization together.”21
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Digital Business Framework
A Simple and Proven Approach to
Value Creation Through Digitalization
Every company across all industries requires a simple digital
approach to build a pragmatic and executable vision on its
digital strategy.
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SAP Digital Transformation Framework
Every service provider needs to think about digitalization across five key pillars.
We have looked at the five strategic priorities that service providers are pursuing and how they have to reimagine their
business models, processes, and work to do that.
Let's now look at how SAP can help enable them to do this.
As companies are reimagining their entire business, they
need an IT architecture that provides both stability and
long-term reliability for the core enterprise processes
and, at the same time, allows for flexibility in areas where
change is happening on a constant basis.

2. Increased utilization of assets and supply chain can help
harness Big Data, leverage the IoT, drive real-time
insights and new revenue streams, and power the digital
ambition of a multitude of other industries.
3. Outcome-based customer experience can help improve
satisfaction.

This concept, which is often referred to as "bimodal IT,"
is brought to life through the SAP Digital Transformation
Framework methodology at SAP, pictured below.

4. Flexibility and adaptability in working with business
networks are key in order to onboard new suppliers
quickly and shift supply to alternates.

1. The digital core is the foundation for the core
enterprise processes, which need to run consistently
and uninterrupted. It provides real-time transactions
and analytics, the ability to work with Big Data, and
connectivity to the four outside pillars of the framework.

5. And finally, a lot of flexibility is required when building
and maintaining an agile workforce.
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SAP Digital Business Services Portfolio
SAP has innovated its portfolio to provide both for a stable digital core as well as flexible
line-of-business (LoB) extensions.
In the digital economy, simplification and business innovation
matter more than ever. To do this effectively, it’s important
to cover the entire digital transformation journey, ranging
from planning a digital innovation road map and
implementation plan with proven best practices to being
able to run all deployment options and ultimately optimize
for continuous innovation with a focus on outcomes.

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMERCE
Digital Innovation
SAP Leonardo3

Processes are designed from the outset to flow end to
end across SAP Solution Extensions, listed in the white
bands, and are fully integrated to the SAP S/4HANA
Enterprise Management solution and are optionally deployed
to address business needs. The solution capabilities in the
dark blue band, the digital core, are delivered as part of SAP
S/4HANA Enterprise Management. The lighter blue band,
also in the digital core, are part of SAP S/4HANA Enterprise
Management but added as needed.

REVENUE AND MARGIN OPTIMIZATION

SUPPLY CHAIN EXCELLENCE
• Global track and trace
• Connected goods

• Business integrity screening

• Campaign management
• Opportunity management
• Commerce telco and media accelerator

• Integrated business planning

• Big data margin assurance
• Big data integrator
• Process mining

BUSINESS INNOVATION ENABLEMENT
•
•
•

Vehicle insights
Connected parking
Vehicle network
•

Cloud platform based on in-memory computing

Extensions2

• Billing and revenue innovation management

Digital
core1

• S/4HANA for fashion

• Cloud platform
• Application programming interface management

• Basic financial operations

•
•
•
•

IoT business services
IoT technology services
IoT edge processing solutions
Intelligent edge

SAP S/4HANA Enterprise Management
•
•
•
•
•

Operational purchasing
Collaboration sourcing and contract management
Invoice and payables management
Supplier management
Procurement analytics

• Core accounting
• Cost management and profitability analysis
• Basic financial operations

• Time recording

• Financial planning and analysis
• Accounting and financial close
• Treasury management

Extensions2

Digital Innovation
SAP Leonardo3

•
•
•
•

Supplier collaboration
Business network
Guided end-user buying
External workforce

•
•
•
•

• Contract consumption

Digital core (inner lane): Core solution capabilities
delivered as part of SAP S/4HANA Enterprise
Management

• Core human resources
and payroll
• Talent management
• Time and attendance management
• Human capital analytics
• Workforce scheduling and optimization

• Digital boardroom
• Invoice matching

PROCUREMENT EXCELLENCE

1

Integrated business planning
Governance, risk, and compliance
Digital payments add-on
Financial service network

• Resume matching
• Job matching
• Job standardization
HUMAN RESOURCES

FINANCE

1

SAP Cloud Platform

• Order and contract management

• Compliance with IFRS 15
• Billing, charging

Customize applications | Integrate apps, data and processes | Build new apps

• Service ticket intelligence
• Customer retention

Digital core (outer lane): Solution capabilities that
are also part of SAP S/4HANA Enterprise
Management, but added/purchased as needed.

2
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Extensions: Cloud-based (LoB) solution extensions
that are fully integrated with SAP S/4HANA
Enterprise Management, but added or purchased as
needed.

3

Leonardo: Solution capabilities that are powered by
a Leonardo technology and included in the Leonardo
suite and how to add/purchase is not shown on this
diagram

Learn more about SAP solutions today
and discover planned innovations by
accessing the SAP road map for
telecommunications solutions here:
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Telecommunications companies are playing a key role in the digitalization across all industries through:

Digitally reimagine
business models
through
new business
capabilities along
a value map.

Monetize a
sensor-based
world

Place bets
on the
ecosystem

Serve a
segment of
one

Make big
data work

Innovate with
agility

Typical business
benefits*

1. Network, mobile, and communications technology and services that will power new digital-era business models
across industries
Customer Engagement and
Commerce

2. Business reinvention to compete more effectively with over-the-top (OTT) competitors, retain market share, and drive
incremental revenue from nontraditional services

Revenue and Margin
Optimization

Supply Chain Excellence

Business Innovation
Enablement

Finance

Human Resources

• Transform store into a connected space
• Use smart devices (e-sim) for user identification
• Map the digital and physical customer experience to
understand customer needs and desires

• Monitor asset operations and maintenance in real-time
• Use predictive models, digital twins and augmented
reality to maximize asset lifecycle performance

•
•
•
•

Detect fraud in real-time
Run instant and accurate billing
Performance based charging
Use consumer insight to create offers for partners in
adjacent industries
• Manage platform / content mix

• Deliver digital home services securely with new
consumer edge devices
• Monetize device data management services for
enterprise customers
• Ingest and correlate device and sensor data as a
service

• Maximize visibility into spend and turn data into
actionable intelligence
• Combine network-driven intelligence with integrated
spend management

• Support real-time revenue recognition, profitability
analysis, cash allocation, and working capital analysis
• Involve customers and different partners in multisided
business models
• Ability to include payment models for digital services
into product calculation and reporting

• Find and contract talent with specific noncore skills to
deliver new services outside the current business
scope
• Provide guided support through smart devices

• Co-Innovation and structured requirement collections
based on customer interactions

• Deliver safe, reliable, and sustainable services
• Forecast demand and supply with greater accuracy

• Identify profitable service lines with flexible reporting
attributes
• Develop new business models and adjust in real time to
experiments

• Develop and deploy Internet of Things (IoT) services to
transform customers from vertical businesses
• Collaborate with service and knowledge-based partners
to deliver fundamentally new and differentiated
consumer value propositions

• Use analytics to understand how different resources
strategies impact budgets
• Orchestrate service delivery from partner organizations
• Automated and simplified integrations of material
suppliers

• Integrate mergers and acquisitions quickly
• Facilitate partner settlement management
• Set up the finance function as an enabler for business
transformation and external growth
• Real-time project financial performance to ensure
overall solution profitability

• Drive knowledge sharing and community building
• Procure and optimize contingent labor and services
and service delivery

• Personalize service offerings with micro-segmentation
capabilities
• Enable store to digitally trigger fulfillment for models
such as buy online, pickup in store and buy online and
return in store

• Strengthen customer loyalty with a better crosschannel shopping experience
• Replace manual transaction work with digital business
processes

• Present subscribers with a seamless interface through
integrated customer care and dispute management
• Deliver a single source for real-time updates that are
visible to all parties across all channels

• Collaborate on auto, home and health insurance
product design with insurance partners

• Organize the supplier network to respond to
personalized service delivery

• Gain a 360-degree view of customer financial data and
profitability
• Provide personalized payment options for seamless
use across all sales channels
• Continuous cash collection

• Educate staff to provide ultra personalized experience
• Onboard and train employees quickly and seamlessly
• Identify & forecast skill gaps and address them

• Cross-sell digital lifestyle services through a single
consolidated view of customer information
• Reduce churn and increase loyalty by leveraging data
to drive better customer engagement
• Retail master data management integration with
SAP hybris Commerce

• Enable real-time access to product and inventory data
across locations
• Facilitate real-time monitoring of network assets
• Predict network downtime and maintenance issues

• Build a digital platform to shift to a model that supports
Average margin
per user (AMPU)
• Comply with IFRS mandates for revenue recognition
• Detect outliers to address unprofitable service provider
partners, services, and subscribers

• Connect, manage, and secure edge-device data

• Allow full transparency of equipment lifecycle
information
• Provide 360-degree visibility into spending and
suppliers
• Extend visibility across the supplier network

• Provide one universal ledger for a single source of the
truth
• Enable predictive forecasts and dynamic simulation
• Analyze profitability across customers, products, and
services

• Attract and retain top Big Data talent
• Empower employees to make decisions in real-time
• Use analytics to understand how different resource
strategies impact budgets
• Use Workforce analytics and planning to understand
issues quickly to drive impactful outcomes

• Provide a contextual experience across all touch points
with omnichannel commerce
• Plan and execute targeted, multichannel, multiwave
campaigns for residential and business customers

• Empower retail staff to sell and deliver all services
• Create efficient digital logistics to help ensure better
customer service

• Create a foundation for real-time decision making with
integrated revenue and cost accounting
Manage payments from multiple sources in one
system
• Automate billing processes for complex bundled
services

• Monetize IoT-driven business models by exposing
partners to Web services

• Enable self-service requisitioning with cross-content
and catalog search
• Facilitate tailor-made service offerings
• Offer an equipment-specific service portfolio

• Deploy a foundation for soft closes
• Design new business models rapidly
• Support closed-loop, real-time planning at any level

• Meet service levels and drive revenue with appropriate
staffing levels in stores
• Enable social collaboration among teams
• Train and certify the workforce on new digital
technologies
• Procure and optimize contingent labor, services, and
service delivery across regions

• Subscription invoice processing
time: -25%–30%
• Offer win rate: +10%
• Customer satisfaction: +10%–20%

• On-time delivery: +10%–30%
• Asset service and maintenance cost:
-10%–15%
• Unplanned asset downtime: -5%–10%

Internet of Things

Digital Innovation
SAP Leonardo

SAP Cloud Platform
Customer Engagement and Commerce
•
•

Service ticket intelligence
Customer retention

• Campaign management
• Opportunity management
• Commerce telco and media accelerator

•

• Risk management and compliance costs:
-25%–30%
• Cost of accounts receivable management:
-10%–25%

Machine Learning

Analytics

Analytics Services
Supply Chain Excellence

• Lower data integration costs
• Reduced IT costs for onboarding, upgrading,
and retiring devices

UX Services
Business Innovation Enablement

• Lower costs related to time and
attendance function
• HR full-time equivalents: -44%

Blockchain

Mobile Services

Revenue and Margin Optimization

• Audit costs: -20%–40%
• Days to close annual books: -40%–50%
• Costs for business and operations analysis
and reporting: -5%–10%

Big Data

Collaboration Services

Security Services

Procurement Excellence

Finance

Human Resources

• Global track and trace
• Connected goods

• Business integrity screening

• Vehicle insights
• Connected parking
• Vehicle network

• Contract consumption

• Digital boardroom
• Invoice matching

• Resume matching
• Job matching
• Job standardization

• Integrated business planning

• Big data margin assurance
• Big data integrator
• Process mining

• Cloud platform based on in-memory
computing

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

• Compliance with IFRS 15
• Billing, charging

• Cloud platform
• Application programming interface
management

• Basic financial operations

•
•
•
•

• Billing and revenue innovation management

• Order and contract management

• Procurement function cost: -15%–20%
• Worker acquisition time: -30%–40%
• Days payables outstanding on targeted
spend: -2–5 days

Data Intelligence

Extensions

Digital Core
SAP S/4HANA

Procurement Excellence

• S/4HANA for fashion

IoT business services
IoT technology services
IoT edge processing solutions
Intelligent edge

*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional enterprise resource planning system to enhanced SAP S/4HANA and line-of-business or cloud capabilities.

Supplier collaboration
Business network
Guided end-user buying
External workforce

Integrated business planning
Governance, risk, and compliance
Digital payments add-on
Financial service network

Core human resources and payroll
Talent management
Time and attendance management
Human capital analytics
Workforce scheduling and optimization

• Financial planning and analysis
• Accounting and financial close
• Treasury management
• Operational purchasing
• Collaboration sourcing and contract
management
• Invoice and payables management
• Supplier management
• Procurement analytics

• Core accounting
• Cost management and profitability analysis
• Basic financial operations
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• Time recording

How Does It All Come Together? – Example

While each of the digital business pillars delivers significant value as a stand-alone capability, the ultimate
goal is to design the next generation of business processes that will span across all the digital pillars.
Consumer engagement will not stop at the channel experience. Supply chain and services have to be
aligned with the customer experience strategy if products and services are to be delivered as promised.
CONTINUOUS OMNICHANNEL CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

1.
Customer
receives
new home
security offer
on TV

2.
Customer
orders selfservice from
smartphone

3.
Customer
confirms
installation
date

4.
Telco hires
contingent
labor
to install

5.
Telco restocks
cameras by
ordering on the
business
network

6.
Home security
system sends an
alert to mobile
device

7.
Customer checks
security camera
on mobile
device

Supplier collaboration
and business networks
8.
Integrated bill
is sent for all
services and
products

9.
Continuous data
is analyzed for
personalized
offers

Example: The process flow shown on this page portrays
how digital service providers are beginning to engage more
and smarter with their customers across multiple channels.
In the new paradigm, digital service providers will be able
to integrate currently disparate data sources – including
retail channels, customer usage patterns, network data,
and more – to bring together technology, data, and
customer platforms into a single environment, enabling
innovative business and engagement models.

Customer experience
and omnichannel
Big Data and the
Internet of Things

Digital core

The scenario above shows how customer, geolocation,
network, and social data come together with all channels
to drive next-generation best practices in customer
engagement and commerce. The personalized nature of
the solution will change how people perceive their service
provider and will allow telcos to truly evolve into digital
lifestyle providers.
The benefits of this scenario are significant:
• Higher customer satisfaction
• Lower customer churn
• Increased revenue
• New services and new revenue streams

Watch a video illustrating
this example here:
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From Your Current State to Digital
The journey to becoming a digital service provider begins with
planning a digital transformation road map.
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Transforming from Your Current State to Digital

In the digital economy, simplification and business innovation matter more than ever. To do this effectively, it’s important
to cover the entire digital transformation journey. This ranges from planning a digital innovation road map and implementation
plan with proven best practices to the ability to run all deployment options and ultimately optimize for continuous innovation
with a focus on outcomes.

The digital transformation journey

Plan

Build and launch

Run

Optimize

well to manage
expectations

with proven best
practices

all deployment
models

for continuous
innovation

Simplify and innovate
 Reimagined business
models, business
processes, and work

Standardize and innovate
 Model-company approach
to accelerate adoption with
model industry solutions

 SAP Digital Transformation
Framework as a guide for
digital transformation

 Design thinking and rapid
tangible prototypes

 Value-based innovation
road maps

Run with one global support
 One global, consistent
experience
 End-to-end support –
on premise, cloud, or hybrid

Optimize to realize value
 Continuously captured and
realized benefits of digital
transformation

 Coengineered industry
innovations delivered with
agility

To move forward with speed and agility, it helps to focus on live digital data, instead of Big Data, and combine solution
know-how and industry-specific process expertise with data analytics so that the right digital reference architecture is
defined and delivered. In that context, a model-company approach can enable airlines to transition from their current state to
digital. Model companies represent the ideal form of standardization for a specific line of business or industry. They are built
on existing SAP solutions using best-practice content, rapid prototyping solution packages, and additional content from
customer projects. They provide a comprehensive baseline for rapid customer-specific prototypes, cloud demos, and quickstart implementations.

Model-Company Approach
End-to-end solution
Internet
of Things

End-to-end business process

People

Innovation

Business
networks

Differentiation

Social
networks

Best practice

Devices

SAP products
Model company

Big Data
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SAP Digital Business Services
Enabling your success in digital transformation
SAP has a broad range of services to cover the digital
transformation journey, ranging from consulting on a digital
innovation road map and implementation plan with proven
best practices to the ability to run all deployment options
and ultimately optimize for continuous innovation. We
provide both choice and value within our service offerings,
allowing you to tailor the proper approach based on your
specific company expectations and industry requirements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25,000 professionals in 70 countries
Customers in 130 countries
Outcomes delivered as one team in one contract
Projects connected in real time to a global network of
support functions through SAP Mission Control Center
SAP MaxAttention™ and SAP ActiveEmbedded services
to safeguard investment
Consistent experience – on premise, in the cloud,
or a hybrid
Standardized adoption of processes and tools
Streamlined onboarding and ramp-up of stakeholders

From proposing a comprehensive digitalization proposal to realizing and running it, SAP delivers on the digital
transformation promise to its customers on time, within budget, and on value.
Value delivery from SAP is possible due to our many unique, differentiating assets:

SAP Transformation
Navigator tool

Expert
organization

Exhaustive service
portfolio

Global reach

SAP Model Company
service

Partner
ecosystem

SAP Activate
methodology

Industry
expertise

SAP Solution
Manager

Focus on business
outcome

SAP Mission
Control Center

Co-innovation

SAP Digital Business Services deliver digital innovation with simplification and accelerated implementation, which is key
to adoption and value realization. Continuous improvement is supported through the ongoing assessment of real-life data
insights and joint governance with customers.
Value delivery from SAP focuses on the following deliverables:
Digital Business Foundation

Business Insights

Continuous Improvement
Run better:
Operate

Use better:
Harvest

Corporate
Strategy
Extend use:
Invest

Build new:
Innovate

• Digital business model

• Digital boardroom

• Joint value governance

• Flexible, scalable enterprise architecture

• Predictive customer insights

• Sustainable engagement model

• Platform for the digital future

• Value realization dashboard

• Innovation without disruption

• People and culture transformation

• Agile decision-making and
execution support

• Simplification
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Comprehensive SAP Ecosystem
Orchestrating the hyperconnected world
Our comprehensive ecosystem for the travel and
transportation industry offers:
• Integration into a wide range of business services
(suppliers, banks, key vendors, travel, and more)
• Open architecture, with a choice of hardware and
software
• Complementary and innovative third-party solutions
• Reach, with partners to serve your business of any size
anywhere in the world
• A forum for influence and knowledge
• A large pool of industry experts with broad and deep
skill sets

Our partner ecosystem includes, among others:

Business network
• 1.9 million suppliers
• 200 major travel partners (air, hotel, and car)
• 50,000 service and contingent labor providers

Influence forums and
education

• 40 telco partner companies

Implementation services

• 32 user groups across all regions

• 800 service partners

• 40+ industry councils
• SAP Community with >24 million
unique visitors per year
• 1,800 members of the
SAP University Alliances network

Driving
customer
value

Innovation

Platform and infrastructure

• 1,900+ OEM solution partners
to extend SAP solutions

• 1,400 cloud partners
• >1,500 platform partners

• 2,000 startups developing
apps on the SAP HANA platform

Channel and SMEs
• 100 telco channel partners
• 4,800 overall channel partners
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Why SAP?
SAP enables the transformation from communication service
provider to digital service provider.
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SAP Is Committed to Innovation

Vision

Mission

Help our customers run at their best

Strategy

Become the cloud company powered by SAP HANA

Industry
and line-ofbusiness
focus

Global
presence
and
relevance

• 84,200 employees
representing
130 nationalities
• 345,000 customers
• Operating in
190 countries

Help the world run better and improve people’s lives

Digital
economy
ready

• Solutions for
25 industries and
12 LoBs
• 98% of most-valued
brands as customers
• 76% of the world's
transactions
managed on
SAP software

• 120 million business
cloud users
• 1.9 million connected
businesses
• More than $800 billion
in business-to-business
commerce
• More than 99% of
mobile devices
connected with
SAP messaging

Digital CSPs
enabled by
SAP

Digital CSPs
enabled by
SAP

• 2011: SAP HANA
launched

• 10 of the top 10 global
operators run SAP

• 2012: SAP Cloud
launched

• 94% of CSPs in the
Forbes Global 2000
are SAP customers –
4,500+ in total

• 2014: SAP business
networks are the
largest marketplace
in the world
• 2015: SAP Cloud
Platform launched

• 1.8 billion mobile
messages processed
every day by SAP

• 2015: SAP S/4HANA
launched as the
next-generation
business suite
Source: Internal SAP data

CUSTOMER RETENTION IN
A DIGITAL AGE

DRIVING COMMERCE THROUGH
DIGITAL CHANNELS

EARLY FLOOD DETECTION
IN INDIA

Vodafone Netherlands relies on SAP Predictive
Analytics software (formerly the SAP InfiniteInsight
solution) to predict customer churn and make
customers aware of products and services that
help them enjoy their digital lifestyle anytime,
anywhere.22

Everything Everywhere, the UK's first operator to
launch 4G, leverages SAP Hybris solutions to support
its core digital business while also extending a
consistent commerce experience into other channels,
customer touch points, and product categories.23

With SAP HANA and SAP Predictive
Analytics, water levels can be monitored in
real time to alert the population about the
floods and ultimately save lives.24
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Additional Resources
Outlined below is additional external research that was used as supporting material for this white paper.
1.

"The World in 2015," ICT Facts and Figures, ITU
Telecommunication Development Bureau, page 2.
www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/facts
/ICTFactsFigures2015.pdf

11. "T-Mobile Will Let You Upgrade Your Smartphone
Anytime You Want,” CNET, June 2015.
www.cnet.com/news/t-mobile-will-let-you-upgrade
-your-smartphone-anytime-you-want

2.

"The Cable Industry Faces the Perfect Storm:
Apps, App Stores and Apple," Publisher Products,
September 2015,
http://flurrymobile.tumblr.com/post/128773968605
/the-cable-industry-faces-the-perfect-storm-apps

12. "The Eyes Have It: Guess Who Controls the Future
of TV," Accenture.
www.accenture.com/us-en/insight-outlook-eyes
-have-it-who-controls-future-of-television
-media.aspx

"U.S. Consumers Now Spend More Time In Apps
Than Watching TV," TechCrunch, September 2015.
http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/10/u-s-consumers
-now-spend-more-time-in-apps-than-watching
-tv/#.2iwxt0b:Rz6f

13. "The Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data
and the Increasing Value of the Internet of Things,"
EMC, April 2014.
www.emc.com/leadership/digital-universe
/2014iview/executive-summary.htm

"Alibaba Smashes Its Sales Record on Singles’
Day, But Growth Is Slowing," Bloomberg News,
updated November 2016.
https://techcrunch.com/2016/11/11/alibaba-singles
-day-2016

14. “Trend Report Estimates 50 Billion Devices to
Be Connected by 2020,” eSC Jobs, April 2015.
www.eurosupplychainjobs.com/news/Trend-report
-estimates-50-billion-devices-to-be-connected-by
-2020-4471

"Telecom Companies Count $386 Billion in Lost
Revenue to Skype, WhatsApp, Others,” Fortune
Magazine, June 2014.
http://fortune.com/2014/06/23/telecom-companies
-count-386-billion-in-lost-revenue-to-skypewhatsapp-others

15. "The Mobile Economy 2015," GSMA, page 7.
www.gsma.com/mobileeconomy/archive/GSMA
_ME_2015.pdf

3.

4.

5.

6.

"Telco-Driven Disruption: What NTT DOCOMO,
KT and Globe Got Right," STL Partners, 2015.
www.telco2research.com/articles/EB-NTT
-DOCOMO-KT-Globe-telecoms-disruption-got
-right

7.

"WhatsApp Now Has 700M Users, Sending 30B
Messages Per Day,” VB News, January 2015.
http://venturebeat.com/2015/01/06/whatsapp-now
-has-700m-users-sending-30b-messages-per-day

8.

"Google Fiber: Super Fast Internet Coming to More
Cities," CNBC, April 2015.
www.cnbc.com/2015/04/22/google-fiber-super-fast
-internet-coming-to-more-cities.html

9.

“5 Things Brands Need to Know About WeChat,
China's Mobile Giant,” Adweek, December 2015.
www.adweek.com/news/technology/5-things
-brands-need-know-about-wechat-chinas-mobile
-giant-168588

10. "Beijing Launches Official Traffic Service WeChat
Account," CRI English News, August 2015.
http://english.cri.cn/12394/2015/07/03
/4082s885744.htm

22. ”SAP Vodafone NL CT,” Customer Testimonial
Video, SAP customer success story.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdUB3KOmDYE
23. "EE Selects Hybris to Support Its Digital Program,"
SAP Hybris News, June 2014.
www.hybris.com/en/news-events/press-releases
/140603-ee
24. "Flood Monitoring & Forecasting Using
SAP HANA,” April 2015.
http://scn.sap.com/community/hana-in
-memory/use-cases/blog/2015/04/02
/flood-monitoring-forecasting-using-sap-hana
Note: All sources cited as "SAP" or "SAP benchmarking"
are based on our research with customers through our
benchmarking program and other direct interactions
with customers
Note: Some images are used under license from
Shutterstock.com.
Note: Logos contained in this document are used with
the permission of SAP's partners.

16. SAP Benchmarking.
17. “CenturyLink Announces Global Premium Supplier
Partnership Agreement with SAP for SAP HANA
Enterprise Cloud Service," January 2016.
www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/centurylink
-announces-global-premium-supplier-partnership
-agreement-with-sap-for-sap-hana-enterprise
-cloud-service-300206314.html
18. “Best Practice: What Keeps CIOs Awake at
Night?,” T-Systems, 2015, page 58.
www.t-systems.com/umn/uti/1374640_1/blobBinary
/bp02-2015.pdf
19. “SAP HANA Margin Assurance – a Game Changer
for Vodafone,” SAP customer video.
www.sap.com/assetdetail/2016/08/1a9bf8d3-837c
-0010-82c7-eda71af511fa.html#
20. “Giving Customers the Service and Products They
Want,” SAP customer snapshot.
www.sap.com/about/customer-testimonials
/telecommunications/cox-communications.html
21. “Telus Uses SAP Jam as 'Glue' in Corporate
Culture Transformation,” IT Business, February
2014.
www.itbusiness.ca/news/telus-uses-sap-jam-as
-glue-in-corporate-culture-transformation/47101
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